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About This Content

Hone your shooting skills and engage in ranged combat with the seven new weapons in the Arma 3 Marksmen DLC.

Key Features

Seven New Weapons - Five marksmen rifles and two medium machine guns offer new opportunities for squad-based
gameplay. The new weapons are:

Cyrus 9.3 mm - high power marksman rifle

MAR-10 .338 - high power marksman rifle

Mk-I EMR 7.62 mm - medium power marksman rifle

Mk14 7.62 mm - medium power marksman rifle

ASP-1 Kir - special purpose rifle

SPMG .338 - lightweight medium machine gun

Navid 9.3 mm - medium machine gun
Scopes - The AMS and Kahlia medium range scopes complement both the new and existing weapons.
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Remote Designators - Two remotely-operated laser-designators can be used to spot and laser designate targets from
afar.

Ghillie Suits - New ghillie suits for the NATO, CSAT, and AAF factions provide camouflage for various terrain types.

Firing Drills - Combine movement and medium range shooting in three new Purple Courses of Fire.

Showcase Marksmen - Use your new abilities and long range sharpshooting skills in a tense reconnaissance mission.

Platform Update

The Arma 3 Marksmen DLC is supported by a major Arma 3 platform update, featuring a wide variety of new content and
features. The platform update is free for all owners of Arma 3.

Supporting Content

End Game Multiplayer Mode - A team-based multiplayer mode, containing experimental gameplay features such as
Dynamic Groups, Shared Objectives, and Revive.

Showcase Firing From Vehicles - Experience the Firing From Vehicles feature in an actual combat scenario for both
singleplayer and co-operative multiplayer.

VR Training - Three new courses to train up your weapon handling skill-set.

Virtual Garage - Examine and customize the extensive collection of vehicles in Arma 3.

Vests & Face Paints - Three new heavy and grenadier vests designed specifically for improved explosive shielding and
ballistic protection. Nine new types of face paint are added to provide maximum concealment.

Editor Objects - New shooting range objects for Arma 3 content creators, including VR (vehicle) targets, balloons, swivel
and dueling targets, shooting mats, a shot timer, a bullet trap, and an air horn.

Supporting Features

Weapon Resting & Deployment - Benefit from a passive bonus to your accuracy while your weapon or arms are near any
stable surface. Deploy your weapon firmly using bipods for the greatest precision possible.

Improved Recoil & AI Suppression Simulation - Fire personal weapons with a greater feeling of power and authenticity.
Observe Artificial Intelligence units suffer impaired combat efficiency when under fire.

Sound Enhancements - Be immersed by a richer combat sound scape in different surroundings, at a distance, and under
incoming fire.
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Title: Arma 3 Marksmen
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Bohemia Interactive
Publisher:
Bohemia Interactive
Release Date: 8 Apr, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum: 

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT / AMD Radeon HD 5670 / Intel HD Graphics 4000 with 512 MB VRAM

DirectX®: 10

Hard Drive: 32 GB free space

Audio: DirectX®-compatible on-board

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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I Liked The First DLC,
While i would of liked to have more characters or free costumes (Like the RoF DLC back in XV1) but i was somewhat
satisfied! idk why everyone hates it so much?. This game is REALLY GOOD, but its a bit not buggy or glitchy just controls and
feelings by feelings I mean mouse movement feels a bit clunky besides that its really good oh and it doesn't support 1080p and
runs at 30fps you will have to find a way to change this. Just search google for it. Amazing Story! The mechanics are nice.
Difficulty is medium to hard. Story can be finished with relative ease, but there is more for those who want to go all the way. A
must have for anyone interested in the era.

Fun to curb stomp your friends, too.. Overall this is an enjoyable puzzle game with an interesting steampunk theme. If you're a
fan of physics based puzzle games then this is well worth a look, particuarly if you enjoy the steampunk theme.

The gameplay has an interesting mix of turret based "pinball" shooting combined with a movement mechanic (I'd call it light
platforming without jumping if that makes sense). While the sections focused on movement are not the most enjoyable parts of
the games they are integrated into the puzzles in a manner that's more integrated into the puzzle than the simple "clear a path to
the exit" that you get in a lot of puzzle games.

My primary complaint with this is probably the length. I was able to complete the entire game (including achievements) in just 7
hours the first time through. I'm not opposed to short games in general but the problem with short puzzle games (including
steamroll) is that a short game means that you don't really get a chance to build up a repetoire of tactics that you can use in
future puzzles. That's particuarly noticeable here, each level feels completly different and for the most part strategys and tactics
that work on one have very little impact on another.

Now saying "each level feels different" does sound like an odd complaint but for a puzzle game I like it when later levels build
upon skills and tactics that have been taught and used in earlier levels because it generally means that the puzzles have a greater
level of depth to them. Steamroll doesn't really have that, each level and to some degree even each turret spot has a single,
relatively unique solution to it that probably won't come up again.

Overall though this is still a solid game. The gameplay is fun, the plot is decent and the artwork is solid.. The game is really
good, but it has some problems. The game doesn't have a direction on where it wants to go. It started out as a faction survival
game with much potential, but with new updates and nerfs the community decided to wait until the game fixed itself. Everyone I
know that played the game decided to wait for the game to fix itself and go onto different games while that happens. I guess
everyone had the same idea because the game basically has no players. If the game would've started at the $15.00 price tag
instead of the $30.00 things might have been different but steam charts doesn't lie. The game lost 82% of its players after it's
launch and slowly went down from there. Game is good, but only if the community comes back.. Buy the album, skip the game.
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TLDR VERSION: ChargeShot is an Action-Packed local multiplayer brawl-fest that stands toe-to-toe with the other juggernauts
of the genre. If you're asking youself, should I buy this, just ask yourself this: "Do I want a game thatt I can show to any of my
frieds and have a good time with, no matter how good they are at videogames, Do I want a game that is both mechanicly deep
and fun and simple? If the answer is yes then ChargeShot is just the game for you.

Pros: Great art if you dig pixel art with a grunge 90's 'zine feel to them, Simple intuitive controls, fast & fun gameplay,
Gameplay is deep and strategic, lots of interesting arenas that change up the mechainics, full controller support, supports up to 4
players.

Cons: The games single-player content isn't much to shake stick at, No online multiplayer(The real fun of this game comes from
playing with friends locally, if thats not something you can do you might not get the full experience of this game), PC only.
Wish it included the Mountains DLC music as well.

Other than that this is a nice, relaxing soundtrack to listen to.
The 'Love' track makes me tear up everytime.. Good paintjobs. As a fan of Nancy Drew games and mysteries, this has received
a special spot on my favorites shelf. For starters, basing a game around a legend is pretty darn cool -- the skull itself was a
beautiful work of art. The puzzles in this game have really been stepped up to a challenging level. Even on junior sleuth, the
puzzles are quite challenging, almost as if you were playing as a senior detective. Not to mention, the entire locations and scenes
in New Oreleans really adds to the entire story background and the mystery of this game. This is most certainly a game worth
playing! Happy sleuthing!. I got the game for free from the developer, to test it out and write a review. The game is really fun.
There are some bugs, but it is a really fun platformer where you go from planel to planet, collecting coins and trying to reach
portals. For a few bucks, this is a really good game.
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